
 

 

Connecting Stories and Poems 
Mini Read-Aloud Guide  

 
 
 
The Story:  The Raft 
The Poem: “Summer” (copy on separate page) 
 
Questions to talk about during the story: 

• Look at the first page of the story again.  Where does Nicky live? How do you 
know? 

• What does it mean when Nicky thinks that Grandma has "eyes in back of her 
head?" 

• Talk about the animals that were drawn on the raft.  Why these animals? 
• Compare the things that Grandma liked to do with things your Grandma or 

other adult relative likes to do 
• How did Nicky feel at the beginning of the story? Why? 
• How did Nicky feel at the end of the story?  What caused the change? 
• Nicky saw many animals while he was on the raft.  Which one do you think was 

his favorite?  Why? Which was is your favorite?  Why? 

After the Story Activities: 

• Research one or more animals from the story. 
• Write a new story about a boy or girl who goes to your town on vacation. 
• Draw pictures of animals from the story or animals you see where you live. 

Questions to talk about after reading the poem: 

• How does the poet feel about summer? How do you know 
• What does "soak in the sunshine" mean? 
• At the end of the poem, how does the person reading probably feel? 

After-Reading Activities: 

• This is a "List" poem. Make a list of things you like to do. 
• Make a plan for your summer with your family. 
• Draw pictures of things going on in the poem. 

 



 

 

 
 
Connect the Story and Poem 
 
Both the story and poem are about summer, but one gives you a quiet feeling and the 
other is full of action.  Tell or draw about a quiet thing you like to do and an active 
thing you also like for each of the four seasons of the year. 
 

A copy of the poem is on a separate page. 
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